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NV-FS2
Multi-Purpose Fan Set for Device Cooling with Award-Winning NF-A12x25 
120mm Fan, Anti-Vibration Gasket and Pads, Fan Grill  and NA-FC1 Speed 
Controller

NV-MPG1 gasket and NV-MPP1 pads
The NV-FS2 fan set comes with both the NV-MPG1 gasket and NV-MPP1 
pads pre-installed. In combination, they turn the NF-A12x25 into a 
highly versatile multi-purpose fan that’s ideal for various device cooling 
applications: Blowing in cool air from the bottom or the side, exhausting 
hot air from the top, almost anything is possible!

Tight seal for maximum efficiency
The NV-MPG1 not only prevents the transmission of vibrations, but also 
acts as a gasket that creates a tighter seal between the fan and the 
device it’s placed on. Reducing leak flows between the fan and the device, 
the NV-MPG1 thereby ensures maximum ventilation efficiency.

Offset gasket for optimal exhaust performance and 
acoustics
When a fan is placed on top of a device exhausting air, drawing air through 
the device’s ventilation holes may create unpleasant turbulence noises 
and reduce the fan’s efficiency. By introducing a 10mm offset between 
the fan and the device, the NV-MPG1 can reduce influx turbulences 
significantly, thereby improving both airflow performance and running 
smoothness.

Award-winning NF-A12x25 120mm fan
Having received more than 100 awards and recommendations from 
international PC hardware websites and magazines, Noctua’s NF-A12x25 
has set a new benchmark for 120mm computer fans. Its state-of-the-art 
construction, superior efficiency and superb quietness of operation also 
make it an ideal choice for demanding home, office and multi-purpose 
ventilation tasks.

6 years manufacturer’s warranty
Noctua products are renowned for their impeccable quality and 
outstanding longevity. Like all of them, the NV-FS2 set is built to last, and 
all the included parts are covered by Noctua’s 6-year manufacturer’s 
warranty.

The NV-FS2 is a premium grade multi-purpose fan set that is ideal for adding extra cooling to electronic devices such as A/V receivers, DVRs, video game 
consoles, stereo equipment, routers or storage solutions – literally any equipment that has ventilation holes at the bottom, at the top or at the side. 
Additionally, the NV-FS2 can also be used as a simple side-ways blowing desk fan. At the heart of the set, the award-winning NF-A12x25 PWM fan combines 
outstanding airflow performance with excellent quietness of operation. The pre-installed NV-MPG1 multi-purpose gasket and NV-MPP1 pads not only dampen 
vibrations but also make it possible to achieve a tight seal in top-exhaust applications and give the fan breathing space when it is placed underneath devices. 
At the same time, they enable the fan to be placed blowing sideways on level surfaces. Thanks to the included NA-FC1 controller, the fan speed can be 
adjusted from strong ventilation all the way to near-silent operation. An NA-FG1 fan-grill is pre-installed for extra protection. For powering and connecting the 
fan, the set includes Noctua’s NV-PS1 230/115V high quality universal power supply as well as an NV-EC4 1m extension cable that can be installed before or 
after the controller depending on individual preferences. In sum, the NV-FS2 is a comprehensive premium package for adding extra cooling to a wide range 
of electronic devices as well as for various other ventilation tasks such as increasing convection from radiators or heaters.

Colour

Height

Width

Depth

Weight

Fan

Cable length

Warranty

Black

46 mm

136 mm

136 mm

354 g

Noctua NF-A12x25 PWM chromax.black

2.85m (20cm fan cable, 135cm 

NV-PS1, 30cm NA-AC10, 100cm 

NV-EC4-1m)

6 years

NV-FS2 SPECIFICATIONS

Product name

Noctua NV-FS2

EAN

9010018900217

UPC

841501190216

Packaging dimensions (HxWxD)

53x194x236 mm

Weight incl. packaging

730 g

Warranty

6 years

Packaging unit

10 pcs

Packaging dimensions / unit (HxWxD)

23.1x49.6x29.3 mm

Weight incl. packaging / unit

8.10 kg

NF-A12x25 PWM chromax.black premium fan

NV-MPG1-12.black multi-purpose gasket

4x NV-MPP1.black multi-purpose pads

NA-FG1-12 120mm fan grill

NA-FC1 fan controller

Cables & Adaptors

NA-AC10 barrel to 4-pin adaptor cable

NV-EC4-1m extension cable

NV-PS1 power supply

US socket adaptor (Type A)

EU socket adaptor (Type C)

UK socket adaptor (Type G)
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